Excel Knives - Blades - Tools
Excel K1 Aluminum Knife w/#11 blade & safety cap
3.25
Light weight body fits with all standard craft knife blades including Xacto Knife. Includes 4 jaw aluminum chuck for more
secure blade positioning and hold than your standard light duty knife; with a snug fitting, twist lock safety cap.

Excel #11 Blades

S

harper than average, these double honed blades are made from carbon steel and have a strong tip
and flex without breaking, keeping their edge and tip longer, and are coated in a thin layer of oil for
rust protection.
Pkg. of 5 - 2.25 Pkg. of 100 - 31.00

K-18 Soft Grip Knife Kit w/5 extra #11 blades

K-18 Soft Grip Knife w/1 #11 blade

7.65

color
blue

5.40

color
blue

Light weight, aluminum body with comfortable soft grip handle.
Fits all standard craft knife blades including Xacto Knife.
Includes 4 jaw aluminum chuck with rear blade release for a more secure blade and hold
than your standard light duty knife; Comes with a snug fitting, shatter resistant safety cap.

Excel
K26 Fit Grip Knife w/#11 blade

It includes a rubberized soft exterior that encases a strong
aluminum body and four jawed chuck with rear blade
release for a more secure blade placement. Includes a
#11 blade and a snug fitting, shatter resistant safety cap

6.95
ea.

Excel Deluxe Retractable Knife w/ clip
12.95

Stylish light weight hobby knife, with a clean cutting blade for fine detail work,
cutting, scoring, trimming, and stenciling with ultimate precision #66
replaceable blade
Extra Blades - #66 - (Pkg.2)-4.40

ea.

Excel
K71 Index Knife
w/#11 blade

ea.

4.65

The Index Detail Knife is a small, lightweight,
maneuverable knife designed with a oval-like
hole handle to hug the users index finger while in
use. This enables the user the maximum amount
of control without losing any of the comfort.

Excel Swivel Knife
ea.

for precision cutting, trimming, and stripping of paper,
plastic, wood, cloth, and film. Textured grip for ease of use.

Replacement Blade for Excel Swivel knife
#64 blade - pkg.2 - 2.95 pkg.

Excel - Mini Safety Ruler Set

16.95

Introducing the new AlumiKit. It contains one
“AlumiCutter” Ruler along with an Excel
Soft Grip K18 knife in the same red color
w/#11 blade. Each 12-inch Imperial ruler has a
raised edge and finger groove which allows for
safe cutting with any knife!
Additionally each ruler is equipped with
a non-slip backing.

7.95

Excel Pounce Wheels
1/4”

24 teeth per in.

5/16”

18 teeth per in.

7/16”

14 teeth per in.

The versatile head can be locked for straight line
work or loose to allow for circles or curved
designs,
8.95ea.
p. 76A

CUTTING TOOLS

CUTTING TOOLS

X-ACTO Cutters and Knives

GRIFHOLD KNIVES & BLADES

#11 X-ACTO BLADE
The #11 blade is designed with an extremely fine, sharp point for a fine
angle cutting and stripping. Fits X-ACTO knives#1 and #3111 or
comparable size knives.

#7E Grifhold Sharp Straight Edge
Double Ground Blade
#7E (7E) Pkg. of 5 1.95
#7E (7Ex) Pkg. of 15 6.55
#7Ex100) Pkg. of 100 28.75

#11 pkg. (x411) (15) 6.95
#11 pkg. (x611) (100) 37.95

(Grifhold alternative to X-acto # 11 Blade

#7F Grifhold Stencil Blade

#16 X-ACTO BLADE
The #16 blade is an all purpose blade used for stencils, scoring,
etching, small holes and notches. Fits X-ACTO knives #1 and #3111 or
comparable size knives.
#16 pkg. (x416)
#16 pkg. (x616)

• For delicate cutting, stenciling, scoring
• Replacement blade for the #7 and #600 Knife
#7F (7F) Pkg. of 5 1.95
#7F (7Fx100) Pkg. of 100 25.00

(15) 7.40
(100) 37.95

(Grifhold alternative to X-acto #16 Blade)

X-ACTO KNIFE #1 (w Safety cap)
is designed for light to medium precision work. It is made of aluminum
with a 5” handle. Carded. Comes with one #11 blade and safety cap.
#1 X-ACTO Knife - 4.15

#7 Grifhold Hobby Knife w/Safety Cap
2.75 ea.
For delicate precision cutting of lightweiight materials
Comes w/ 1 7E blade. Also accepts 7A,B,C,D,&F blades.
(Grifhold alternative to X-acto #1 Knife)

X-ACTO Z-Series Blade #11

Z series blades - Pkg. of (5) - 5.65
Pkg. of (100) - 42.45

Swivel Design Knife
Blade swivels for cutting circles, arcs and
wind pockets. Includes knife & 3 blades.
Blade locks for straight work.
Spare blades can be stored in the handle.

8.65 ea.
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CUTTING TOOLS

OLFA Cutters and Knives
WITH AUTO-LOCK AND BLADE DISPOSAL CASE

CORO-CLAW™ Cutters

OLFA MODEL A

OLFA MODEL L-1

Heavy duty carton opener L-1 Knife - 10.25
also cuts vinyl sheets and
LB 10 B Blades - Standard Pkg. 10 7.15
leather.
LBB10B Blades - Carbon Pkg. 10 8.95
Set screw secures blades.
LB 50 B Blades - Standard Pkg. 50 27.85
24 snap-off points.
LBB50B Blades - Carbon

Pkg 50

29.95

OLFA MODEL L-2

see videos-click here

Coro Claw Deluxe 4 mil flute
cutter - 19.25 ea.
replacement blade - 10.95 ea.

Utility Knife with Rubber
Grip. A non-slip rubber grip
LB 10 B Blades - Standard Pkg. 10 7.15
fits comfortably and seLBB10B Blades - Carbon Pkg. 10 8.95
curely in the hand.Set
screw secures blades.
LB 50 B Blades - Standard Pkg. 50 27.85

OLFA ART KNIFE AK-1
For fine art work.
Comes with 5 blades.

6.75
5.45

OLFA SILVER - Model: SVR 2 - 9.95
Standard type snap-off blade cutter. Stainless steel holder is tough and durable.
The good looking slim body assures a positive grip. (With 2 extra blades).
AB 10 B Blades - Pkg. 10 5.50 AB
50 B Blades - Pkg.50 20.95
ABB 50B Carbon Blades-50 23.95

Blades for Utility Knife

regular - .0017” -pkg/5-1.39
heavy duty .0025” -pkg/5-1.99

OLFA PLASTIC CUTTER PC-L

29.95

AK-1 Knife
KB Blades - Pkg. 25

-single edge

-high carbon steel
-precision ground
PKG. 100 - 26.95

L-2 Knife - 11.45

Pkg 50

replacement blade- 21.95 ea.

Our Biddi Safety Knife is used to cut banner
material, vinyl, paper, film and most other
thin and flexible material. Biddi is short for
Bi Directional knife because you can cut
forward and backwards with it.. 21.95
replacement blades - 12.95 ea.
Razor Scraper Blades

LBB50B Blades - Carbon

Coro Claw 10 Mil flute
cutter - 32.95 ea.

CUTTING TOOLS

Ideal for draftsmen,
Model A Knife 6.50
artwork, decorators,
AB10B-Pk.10-5.50
Click-stop action. AB50B Blades-Pk.50-20.95
13 Snap-off points.
ABB50B - Carbon Blades-Pk.50 - 23.95
AB50S Stainless Steel-Pk.50-28.95 AB10S Pk 10-7.75

STAINLESS
RUST-RESISTANT KNIFE

OOLFA STAINLESS STEEL SNAP-OFF GRAPHICS KNIFE - MODEL SAC-1

Heavy duty plastic/laminate cutter
designed as a scoring tool for sheet
plastic and laminates. Allows for the
precise breaking of plastics. Ratchet
wheel for secure blade extension,
retraction, and positioning.

PC-L cutter (w/3 blades) 13.25
PB-800 blades (pkg.3) 5.45

I-CUT EDGE BACKING
SHEET SLITTER
Designed to cut the edge
or perimeter only, of the
backing sheet (liner) of
pressure sensitive stock,
making it easier to peel
off during application.
Slits quickly and safely.

25.00 ea.

OLFA TS-1 TOP SHEET CUTTER
Ultra thin cutter is the tool of choice for graphic artists and sign making professionals.
The acute 30 degree angle blades easily cuts cardboard, plastics and foam boards.
Features an auto lock, pocket clip and blade snapper. SAC-1 KNIFE - 11.35
A1160B Snap Off Blades for SAC-1 KNIFE - 9.49 Pkg.10

This new Top Sheet Cutter is a smartly
engineered innovative tool that offers a
unique way to cut only a single top sheet of
material. Cuts newsprintpaper, cardstock,
thin films, plastic sheeting, and tape.
Blade storage is easily accessible in the
handle of the knife. click here for complete

Scissors - Shears
Made from high quality
stainless steel.
8 1/2” - 5.80

TS-1 Cutter - 12.75

Blades-TSB-1 - 3.45 pkg./5

descriptive information

OLFA SK-10 CONCEALED BLADE SAFETY KNIFE
Concealed blade safety knife featuring
an adjustable blade positioning design
which allows for 4 cutting points on a
single-edge utility blade. Highly
productive, it delivers 4x’s more cuts
than a single-edge, fixed blade
“gooseneck” safety knife

zippy
All Purpose
Cutter

4.45ea.

This new versatile tool was designed for
cutting paper, cloth, and plastic film.
A standard double edged razor blade is
locked securely in the plastic handle.
Simply place the foot of the tool under the
material and push for a straight clean cut.

Retractable Razor Scraper
Heavy Duty
- Metal Body-Brass Slider

-locks in 3 positions.
.- Scrapes and cleans windows and other surfaces.
- Replaceable w/ a single
edged razor blade.
5.25 ea. w/ 5 spare blades

OLFA COMPASS CUTTER CMP-1 - 10.55
Cuts precise circles from
0.4” to 5.8” diameter. (1 to
15 cm.) Special rubber pad
for preventing a pin hole.
COB-1 Blades - Pkg.-15 - 4.95

Mini Scraper
$2.95
Positive lock
polypropylene
mini scraper.
One piece
design with
contoured
grip.Blade reverses for
storage.

B

SK-10 Knife - 12.75
Blades - SKB-10B - 7.75 pkg./10

#161 Grifhold Dualflex Cutter
#161 Cutter - 39.95 ea.
#161-B Blades (2) 5.95pk.

adusts from very fine
to 5/8”wide.

#88 Grifhold Dual Cutter
Cuts parallel lines up to 1/2”wide. The turn
screw allows for rapid adjustments.
#88 cutter - 22.95 ea.
#88B blade only - 10.95 ea.

Holds two tempered high carbon steel
blades encased in an adustable spring
(
platform for cutting intricate circles,curves
and scrolls. Locks for fixed lines.
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